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Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA): $2.96B
$492M coastal & inland flood mapping, forecasting, modeling

$50M wildfire prediction, modeling forecasting

$50M wildfire observation equipment and instruments

$1M + $25M soil moisture and snowpack research

$80M supercomputing for weather, climate forecasting

$56M regional ocean partnerships

$150M observing systems for coastal, ocean, Great Lakes environment



Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA): $2.96B
$492M National Fish & Wildlife Foundation Resilience Fund

$207M habitat restoration through state Coastal Zone Programs

$77M habitat restoration through National Estuarine Research Reserves

$491M habitat restoration

$400M enhancing fish passage

$200M marine debris prevention, removal

$172M Pacific coast salmon recovery

$20M ESA, MMPA, EFH consultation, permitting

$2.06B for 
Restoration & 

Resilience
Grants



NOAA’s Priorities
1. Build a Climate-Ready Nation
2. Make Equity Central to NOAA’s Mission
3. Foster the Information-Based Blue Economy



Swan Island
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Thin layer application - enhancing 
elevation capital. Freeman Creek, NC

Sediment management effects on 
NNBF and flood vulnerability in CA.

1. Climate-Ready Nation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCCOS conducts applied science research which advances our understanding on the performance of NNBF and the factors that influence their performance in mitigating the impacts of sea level rise, flooding and erosion over time. The role of sediments in preserving and enhancing the integrity of coastal ecosystem is an active area of research. Here we are highlighting three different projects that evaluate and quantify sediment dynamics and the beneficial use of dredged sediments on performance of NNBF. NCCOS scientists and grant recipients are involved in a number of sediment placement projects including:  (LEFT IMAGE) - The first study evaluates the impact of upland land use on sediment dynamics downstream, in particular on NNBF and flood vulnerability. This is an externally funded project through our competitive research program that started in FY16 through UC Irvine. This project will evaluate varying watershed sediment management policies and the resultant effects on coastal NNBF, including barrier islands, beaches, and wetlands. The project will then evaluate flood risk and impacts from storms in an urban community (Newport Beach) and natural system (Tijuana River NERR).(RIGHT IMAGE) - Beneficial use of dredged sediments are used to test plant response and enhance marsh resilience to thin layer applications of dredged sediment in low elevation marshes. Freeman Creek, NC. 



Recommendations on 
Living Shoreline Design

Metrics to Prioritize Adaptation 

2. Equity Central to Mission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCCOS research supports the development and transition of methodologies, best practices and consistent metrics that our partners can use to make informed decisions about how to prioritize areas for management actions. (LEFT Image) NCCOS is assessing the climate change vulnerabilities of a coastal community's social & environmental systems for the purpose of providing science-based information to improve the community’s resiliency to climate and coastal hazard impacts.This innovative methodology uses the following steps: assess vulnerabilities independent of climate and other stressors using indicators developed for each of the primary areas of vulnerability. determine risks associated with climate impacts through the development of flood hazard scenarios. (Category 1 storm surge is just one of the flood hazards we examined)examine each scenario in relation to the existing vulnerability to determine which areas of the community are at greater riskcombine vulnerabilities and risks to determine areas of highest priority for adaptation activities.This work provides coastal communities with the science needed to prioritize and implement climate adaptation in the most strategic areas, taking into account both societal and environmental needs.In the first example (RIGHT Image) NCCOS used applied research on the relationship between wave energy  and marsh width to provide guidance on living shoreline design and installation which was transitioned into an interactive webtool in partnership with TNC. 



East End of St. 
Thomas, USVI

23 types of human use 
are mapped.  Areas of 
overlap of dominant 

uses are red.

2. Equity Central to Mission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We mapped 23 recreational, commercial, extractive and non-extractive uses in the St. Thomas East End Reserve. Areas of overlap of dominant uses are red. Data was collected at participatory mapping workshops of human uses in collaboration with the reserve.



NY Bight Wind Energy PlanningNorth Carolina Wind Energy Area

Hard-bottom 
hotspots
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3. Info-Based Blue Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our maps inform decision makers, such as in the design of offshore wind energy and planning areas in the states of North Carolina and New York.Here, examples show how our mapping helped BOEM refine offshore wind energy areas off Wilmington, NC to avoid sensitive hardbottom and rocky reefs.  And in New York , our maps helped developers locate appropriate seabed types suitable for construction, and helped the State of New York toward the goal of 50% renewables by 2030 and their Wind Master Plan.



Existing Ocean Use Aquaculture Potential

3. Info-Based Blue Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOAA:  Aquaculture is a priority for DOC.  NOAA is looking to increase its role in permitting of aquaculture in federal waters.NCCOS:  We integrate biogeo, economic, and other data with information on which gear types and species are appropriate for a given area.   These decision support tools provide a foundation for safeguarding the environment while supporting aquaculture development in the coastal zone.Priorities:  (1) Coastal planning and siting; (2) Environmental interactions; (3) Ecosystem servicesPictured - Port of San DiegoSan Diego:  The Port of San Diego is heavily invested in ocean and shore-based support for aquaculture development.  They are the majority landholder around the port.  NCCOS has worked with the Port and Hubbs to create the geospatial resource that underlies many of the  planning efforts in the port (e.g. master plan update, general development of programmatic EIS) and in Southern California (e.g. ocean planning, potential for identification of APA’s).    Next steps include habitat interactions analysis; oyster health, bacteria and virus water quality work; feasibility analysis of infrastructure to support the land based operations around the Bay; and permitting and environmental review.Ventura: NCCOS has also been working with Rose Canyon Fisheries Partners (now known as Pacific Ocean Aquafarms)  for several years  to provide environmental modeling tools and visual impact assessment.  The project aims to culture California yellowtail jack, white sea bass, or striped bass in net pens 4.5 miles off of San Diego’s coast.  If permitted, this $80M project will be the first commercial-scale finfish operation in U.S. federal waters.  



3. Info-Based Blue Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communities need to manage ocean space and coastal resources to support economic, social, and environmental goals. Through marine spatial ecology, we provide maps, models, and assessments to guide communities in managing ocean space and associated coastal resources. 



Steven.Thur@noaa.gov
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